
 

Hi, Beal Students and Families! 

The schedule below will help you with your daily work.  Have fun learning! 

Remote Learning Lessons for Grade: Science Grade 4 Week 10 

Week of: 6/8 

 
Tasks: Monday 

Video https://mysteryscience.com/energy/mystery-5/energy-transfer-

engineering/36?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student 

Questions Can you build a chain reaction machine?  In this Mystery, students 

learn about storing, releasing, and transferring energy. In the 

activity, Build a Chain Reaction (Part II), students complete the chain-

reaction machine they started building in Energizing Everything Mystery 

4. 

Activity 1. Today we will continue creating our own “chain reaction machines” 

(also known as Rube Goldberg devices), adding additional steps to 

the ramps we designed last mystery. We are honing our problem-

solving and engineering skills along the way!  

2. Here’s something you can do to support your child’s curiosity! 

Check out this video by a popular band called OK Go. They are 

famous for their use of Rube Goldberg machines in their music 

videos: https://safeshare.tv/x/ss5927398d4bc58 

3. You might even want to watch the video multiple times, because 

there is so much going on! Pause at different steps of the chain 

reaction to ask: Where was the energy stored? Where did it go? 

(There are so many wonderful examples of energy transfer!) 

Watch mystery answering questions as you go.  

4. Experiment:  Do the experiment taking pictures as you go if you 

have the equipment. If you need to improvise please do. You 

need: books, lever from Energizing Everything Mystery 4, 

markers, Ramp from Energizing Everything Mystery 4, scissors, 

dixie cups, file folder labels (stickers), index cards, paper clips, 

marbles, handouts, end-of-mystery assessment  

https://mysteryscience.com/energy/mystery-5/energy-transfer-engineering/36?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student
https://mysteryscience.com/energy/mystery-5/energy-transfer-engineering/36?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student
https://safeshare.tv/x/ss5927398d4bc58
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mistergesl/6110718424
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


5. Plan Ahead: To complete this mystery, students will need the 

ramps and levers they built in Mystery 4.Students can also add a 

variety of materials to extend their chain-reaction machines. 

You can ask them to bring things in, or gather some basic 

materials to keep in the classroom. See the list below for items 

we recommend having on hand. Or, for more ideas, 

watch "Inspiration for Chain Reaction Builders" in 

Extras before you start this activity to see some possibilities. 

6. Extra printouts of the “Chain-Reaction Starter Kit” 

handout  from Mystery 4 (in case students want to make more 

ramps) Card stock for making custom-built ramps, Paper cups to 

serve as ramp supports, Books and boxes to add height, 

Dominoes or objects that will topple like dominoes (dominoes built 

of LEGO bricks, cassette tapes, paperback books, markers 

standing on end, etc.), String, More stickers, Things that roll 

(empty cans, toy cars, rubber balls, markers lying down, toilet-

paper tubes), Unconventional ramps (like empty binders) 

7. Follow the mystery with the instructions of the activity. 

8. Your assessment is from yesterday. 
Tasks: Tuesday 

Video https://mysteryscience.com/energy/mystery-6/electrical-

energy/37?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student 

Questions What if there were no electricity? In this Mystery, students are 

introduced to electricity as a form of energy. In the activity, Build a 

Flashlight, students investigate how electrical energy requires a circuit 

and make their own mini flashlights from LEDs, button batteries, and 

strips of aluminum foil. Along the way, they’ll learn about the anatomy 

of a battery, begin to see how circuits work, and discover how handy 

an on-off switch can be. 

Activity 1. Today, we will examine how important electricity is to our lives. 

It’s used to power everything from toasters, elevators, and stop 

lights! We investigated how electrical energy can be stored in 

batteries, how it flows through conductive materials, and we 

created our own LED flashlights! 

2. You can provide your child with even more examples of ways that 

electricity is used in your home: - Take apart a few battery-

powered items, such as TV remote controls, digital cameras, or 

wristwatches to look at the different kinds of batteries found 

inside. - Ask children to search for devices plugged into 

electrical outlets around the house. How many things are plugged 

in?  

https://mysteryscience.com/energy/mystery-5/power-sources-energy-conversion/36#slide-id-2639
https://mysteryscience.com/print/preview/g/1boU4__3U1XnTLwtqoJxHdKpWTJS9kQms677375Kw74c/presentation/1iu8itJGuRVXjMy7rnjYYPYTaDAEVL5r15cgkKv0gcks/presentation
https://mysteryscience.com/print/preview/g/1boU4__3U1XnTLwtqoJxHdKpWTJS9kQms677375Kw74c/presentation/1iu8itJGuRVXjMy7rnjYYPYTaDAEVL5r15cgkKv0gcks/presentation
https://mysteryscience.com/energy/mystery-6/electrical-energy/37?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student
https://mysteryscience.com/energy/mystery-6/electrical-energy/37?code=MTY5OTU3MDA&t=student


    

3. This is also a good time to discuss electrical safety, such as 

never sticking anything besides a plug into an outlet and never 

using electrical devices near or in water.  

4. In a future lesson, we’ll explore how electric outlets work and 

where they get their energy from! Watch mystery and answer 

questions as you go. 

5. Experiment:  Do the experiment taking pictures as you go if you 

have the equipment. If you need to improvise please do. You 

need: scissors, aluminum foil, index cards, batteries, LEDs, 

handouts, end-of-mystery assessment  

6. Prepare Aluminum Foil: tear off a strip of aluminum foil that’s 

about 4 inches wide and as long as the roll (usually about 12 

inches). 

7. Follow the mystery with the instructions of the activity. 

8. Complete end-of-mystery assessment. 
Tasks: Wednesday Must Do 

Video StemScopes: Content Connections Video-Ocean Camouflage.  

Questions How do sea animals hide themselves? 

Activity 1. Log onto StemScopes through the Student Applications.  

2. Go to Assignments.  

3. Click on Content Connections Video-Ocean Camouflage.  

4. Watch video and pause when it asks you questions and discuss 

the answers. 

5. Watch video answering questions as you go. 

6. Answer questions using video 

7. Turn in when finished 

These are the review challenge assignments for this week. Go to STEMscopes and 

complete the questions on the following assignments. Let's see how many shout outs I 

can give this week. Send me a message when you are finished. If you think you have 

finished already check to make sure I have not returned anything to you. 

1. Content Connections Video-Earthquake Effects 

2. Reading Science A-Putting the Pieces Together: Plants 

3. Multiple Choice Assessment from Plant and Animal Parts using STEMscopedia for a 

reference 

4. Concept Attainment quiz from Plant and Animal Parts using STEMscopedia for a 

reference 

I have posted a list of websites on the Alice B. Beal Class Dojo page. Please choose 

activities that your child would like to explore.  Please pick an activity from the list to 

do with your scientist each day that you don’t do an assignment. Have fun and stay 

curious. 



 












